Introduction
Face recognition system has advantages compared with other biometric systems such as using fingerprints/palm and iris, because the process is non-contact. Facial image can be captured from a distance without touching the person being identified, and the identification does not need to interact with the person. In addition, the facial recognition deterrent purpose of the crime because pictures of faces that have been recorded and archived and can help identify a person [1] .
PCA and LDA method has been widely used in face recognition and has been implemented in the OpenCV library [2] . In particular the LDA method has been used for student attendance system [3] . The combined method of PCA and LDA can achieve an accuracy of 99% [4] .
Our project has been implemented for access control in a laboratory room. Only registered members may access to the room. Training faces with different expressions and poses processed by PCA and LDA to be used to recognized a face input from a webcam. Figure 1 shows the system set-up of our room access conrtol based on facial recognition. When the user approaches to the camera, a Pasive Infra Red (PIR) sensor will detect the presence and began to turn on the LED lights. These lights are used to assure that sufficient illumination so that the camera can capture images properly. The software will process the image with face tracking and face image croping to do recognition using PCA and LDA. Only registered members have access entrance into the room. We utilize Open source Computer Vision (OpenCV) library and EmguCV especially in Haar face detection/tracking, and image recognition by PCA and LDA. 
Methods and System Set-up
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Where  is the average sample image obtained by averaging the image training
. With eigen decomposition, this covariance matrix can be decomposed into:
Where  is the eigenvector matrix, and  is is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Then select a number of m columns of the matrix eigenvector associated with the largest number of m eigenvalues. This eigenvector election produces a transformation matrix or projection matrix of m  , which is composed of m column that was chosen eigenvectort that commonly referred to as the 'eigenimage'. Next an image x (with dimension of n) can be extracted into a new feature of y (with dimension m <n) by projecting the x with the direction of m  as the following:
In other words PCA is projecting the space of origin n  into a new lower space dimension of m  , where as much as possible the original information content will be retained for not too much disappeared after being taken to a smaller feature dimensions [8, 9] . Here we can see a significant reduction feature of n into m pieces which will greatly ease the computing of the recognition process in the next phase.
Total scatter matrix . Thus, the major drawback seen here is that in the process of PCA, the two scatter matrix are maximized together. Indeed desired is only maximization of B S alone, whereas minimized W S as much as possible so that members distribution can be collected in the class, which in turn can increase the success rate of the recognition. Suppose that the variation of illumination change and the scale of the image that occurs on the same object, can cause matrix becomes large scatter in the classroom is quite difficult in the recognition process. When this occurs, thereby PCA will include a variety of illumination in its eigenimage, and consequently PCA be reliable enough against illumination variations that occur in the object. With the LDA method, W S will be minimized so that the resulting feature extraction becomes more reliable against variations that occur in the class [10] .
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Within-class scatter matrix W S , and the inter-class (between-class) scatter matrix B S is defined respectively as follows [4, 10] : S is maximized. In other words, the projection matrix l  will be sought so that the ratio equation (6) becomes maximal.
These criteria resulted in a solution with the following equation [3] :
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Where  is the eigenvector matrix, and  is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. In other words to be searched eigenvector and eigenvalue of the matrix C which is a combination within and between class scatter matrix as in eq. 8. Again, the election of as many as l columns of the eigenvector  associated with the largest eigenvalues. Selection of column eigenvector l produces a projection matrix l  that is subsequently used for feature extraction as well as on the PCA [4, 10] .
Results and Discussion
The system was tested with the users of 10 (c=10) laboratory staffs who are allowed to access the room. Each staff has 100 images with different poses and expressions, so the total we have K of 1000 sample/training images (K=10x100=1000). Each image was in grayscale with the size of 100x100 pixels. These images have been used as training images for PCA (with the size of feature m =80 components) and LDA. 
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We tested the method of PCA and LDA for all staffs by approaching webcam to enter the room. Several images of each person have been detected/taken with different expressions and poses and then be tested to recognized. Tables 1 and 2 show the performance results of PCA and LDA respectively. LDA algorithm is superior and more suitable to be used on the access control.
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Conclusion
The access control system based on face recognition has been implemented. The accuracy of the recognition using PCA was 70% and 97% for LDA. From the experimental results, in general, when a variety of training images is high enough (eg: illumination, expression and pose) then the use of LDA will contribute higher recognition rate. Even with a smaller number of features, LDA gives better results when in comparison with the use of PCA.
